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MANCHESTER UNITED SCRAPBOOK
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MANCHESTER UNITED

THE ULTIMATE COLLECTOR’S LIMITED EDITION

SCRAPBOOK

THE ULTIMATE MANCHESTER UNITED SUPPORTERS SCRAPBOOK

SCRAPBOOK

MANCHESTERUNITED

Manchester United Scrapbook is packed with rare photographs images and

MANCHESTER UNITED

on the page facsimile memorabilia and provides an insight into the unique
journey of one the most famous football club’s in the world Manchester
United.
Featuring a wide variety of superb on the page rare memorabilia from the
archives covering Manchester United’s hugely successful history including match
tickets match programmes team sheets and promotional material.

a BACKPASS

Follow the authoritative story charting the historical rise from the clubs origins

SCRAPBOOK

as Newton Heath Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Football Club to the mighty

through history

Manchester United Football Club the team that dominated English Football

With Programmes, Collectors cards,
Classic Kits & Memorabilia

under Sir Alex Ferguson.
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With additional career player retrospectives, a focus on the managers who have

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:

guided the club and some in depth statistical information, Manchester United

Format: 270 x 270 mm Hardback Book
Extent: 112 pages
Illustrations: 150 colour and mono photographs
Text: 20,000 words
ISBN: 978-1-912332-33-5
RRP: £20.00
PUBLICATION DATE: Autumn 2019

Scrapbook looks at some of those moments in this unique collection of images
and memorabilia from the club’s golden age.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• Manchester United have won more trophies than any other club in
English football.
• 20 League titles and 3 Champions League titles
• They have the biggest support and are the most valuable football club

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

in the world.

Michael A. O’Neill is a writer and actor who trained at
the Central School of Speech and Drama in London. For
many years he wrote scripts for historical documentaries,
which he also produced and narrated; these have been
shown worldwide on a variety of TV channels such as the
Discovery Channel and the History Channel.He has
written many best selling books including a biography of
Frank Sinatra.

• Facsimile memorabilia on the page including match tickets collectors
cards classic team strips programmes team sheets publicity material
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and newspaper cutttings.

